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Abstract
Objective: It is well established that computer based models of x-ray imaging systems are basic and very important tools
for developing and evaluating new emerging x-ray imaging techniques, optimizing technical parameters, and performing
feasibility studies prior to implementation in clinical practice. Such models are essential for the development and the
establishment of new breast x-ray imaging modalities that aim to detect and better characterize breast lesions in their early
stage. This work presents a complete software package, called BreastSimulator, dedicated for breast x-ray imaging
research.
Methods: The package consists of four modules used to create three-dimensional breast models in compressed and
uncompressed state, simulate x-ray mammographic images and visualize the results of the simulations. The module that is
used to generate breast models, Breast Modeling Module, consists of several sub-modules that are utilized to model the
different breast components: external shape, glandular and adipose tissue, breast lesion, skin, pectoralis and lymphatics.
The Compression Module is dedicated to simulate the mechanical compression of the breasts. Mammographic projection
images are obtained with simulation of x-ray photon transport starting from the x-ray source, passing through the breast
model and reaching the detector. This is accomplished in the Image Generation Module. Finally, the results of the
simulations, i.e. breast models and mammographic images can be seen with the Visualization Module.
Results: Here, we demonstrate the application of the software package in conventional and dual-energy mammography as
well as compression studies, as examples to highlight basic functions and applications of Breast Simulator. The first study
aimed to define the optimal pair of ‘low’ and ‘high’ monochromatic x-ray energies for dual-energy mammography. It
involved the synthesis of 225 dual-energy images obtained from combinations of ‘low’ and ‘high’ energy images acquired
in the energy range 14 to 28 keV. Images were generated from a medium sized dense breast model that contained one
calcification. The study showed that 17/28 keV incident monoenergetic beams are optimal to obtain maximal calcification
detectability for this breast. The second study demonstrated the effect of breast compression on the quality of the obtained
mammograms. It included a breast model based on breast CT slices subjected to simulated compression and generation of
mammographic images. Increased image quality is observed for mammograms obtained from breasts with reduced
thickness. The characteristics of the x-ray beams that exit a small dense breast model were investigated in the third study.
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For two mammographic spectra used in mammography imaging, the mean energy of the transmitted x-rays and the mean
exit angle of the scattered radiation increase as the incident x-ray energy increases.
Conclusions: We believe that this tool and its functionalities will speed up the development, testing and optimization of
new breast imaging modalities such as breast tomosynthesis, cone-beam CT and advanced two-dimensional techniques
like dual-energy as well as specific parts of imaging chain, such as x-ray source, detector and acquisition geometry.
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1 Introduction
The most common form of cancer diagnosed in European women remains breast cancer, contributing to almost 4 % of all
female deaths [1] and 29 % of all diagnosed cancer cases [2]. In Europe, one in ten women develops this type of cancer in her
lifetime. As the population ages, there will be an increase in the number of women that will be affected by this disease.
Presently, x-ray mammography screening carried out according to EU Guidelines is the best form of early breast cancer
detection. Despite technological advances, such as digital mammography, screening and diagnosing cancers hidden in
dense breast parenchyma remains a challenging task. The insufficient soft tissue contrast and the effect of overlying
structures in x-ray mammograms are the basic causes that result in approximately 10 to 20 % of the palpable breast cancers
being missed during screening mammography [3].
The development of digital detector technology led to the introduction of novel advanced x-ray techniques that, applied to
breast imaging, may result in improved detection and diagnosis of breast cancer. Such an example is Breast
Tomosynthesis (BT) that has the potential to be more accurate, particularly in the case of breast masses in dense breasts
and to extract additional diagnostic information in comparison to conventional mammography [4]. One commercial BT
product has been recently approved by the Food and Drug Administration and released on the market. Two other vendors
are in process of developing similar devices. However, system features, acquisition geometries and reconstruction
algorithms are still a topic of extensive research, since their choice significantly influences the image quality of BT.
Moreover, early clinical experience with BT reveals difficulties in the interpretation of breast tomograms, due to
insufficient training and lack of experience of radiologists with this new modality [5]. Some other examples of advanced
breast techniques include dedicated cone-beam breast CT and contrast-enhanced BT [6]. These new modalities have
recently demonstrated good results and may, in the future, also play a role in detecting and/or diagnosing breast cancer if
some aspects of the technology (e.g. detectors, scanning time, etc) are further improved.
Modeling and simulation are important tools, primarily exploited in the development, optimization and the establishment
of novel breast imaging techniques for screening and diagnostic imaging. These are instruments commonly used to
evaluate both the performance of new modalities in their entirety (e.g. BT or dedicated breast CT) as well as for just
specific parts of x-ray imaging systems (e.g. detectors, x-ray spectra, or acquisition geometries). The main components of
breast imaging simulations are modeling the components of the x-ray imaging system: x-ray spectra, detector, acquisition
geometry and the breast itself, and a computer code to simulate the radiation transport in the model, resulting in generation
of projection mammography images and evaluation of the dose absorbed in the breast. The precise modeling of all these
components will ensure results approaching what would be obtained in practice.
The main output of breast x-ray imaging simulations is the two-dimensional (2D) mammographic images, which are then
processed according to the aims of each study. Synthetic mammograms are calculated utilizing one of two approaches.
The most popular approach is to simulate the beam transport through the mammographic system based upon the
exponential attenuation of incident beams [7-10]. This approach produces images quickly but is limited to the simulation of
primary radiation effects only. In addition, the radiation dose cannot be estimated precisely. Alternatively, Monte Carlo
simulation codes [11] that simulate the beam interaction, including the scattered radiation, have been developed. Such
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simulations are system- and application specific [12] and can be used to generate synthetic mammograms that approach
reality which can be used to study particular aspects of the imaging chain.
Amongst the main components of an x-ray breast imaging simulation system is the model of the breast. The use of either a
simple or complex model can have a large impact on the study results. Simple mathematical breast phantoms, usually in
the form of cylinder, half-ellipsoid or slabs, are widely used in simulations particularly for dosimetry and optimization of
acquisition geometry [12-15]. In most cases, they are represented by a homogeneous material (e.g. polymethyl methacrylate)
that combined with the phantom thickness results in a desired glandular to adipose breast ratio. However, due to the
homogenous background, their use is limited whenever a real tissue background is required (to investigate the detectability
of lesions, the performance of image processing algorithms, the reconstruction algorithms, etc).
Advanced breast models with realistic three-dimensional (3D) breast tissue distribution and anatomical features [8, 10, 16-18]
have also been developed. They offer a flexible and simple way to investigate different aspects of 2D and 3D x-ray breast
imaging: to perform accurate breast dosimetry [19], to calculate the properties of the digital mammograms [9] and to
investigate the effect of BT acquisition parameters on computer-extracted texture features [20]. These models offer complex
breast tissue simulation and allow the generation of synthetic mammograms which resemble real ones. However, none of
them is complete and perfect yet. Some of them lack particular anatomical features, some models are unrealistic for some
applications, the spatial resolution is insufficient, in some cases compression is not applied, and some models cannot be
extrapolated towards all new emerging modalities. Breast phantoms with realistic tissue distributions may be also created
from segmented clinical data sets acquired by breast CT [21-23]. Such design guarantees a very high degree of realism;
however, it represents a single breast composition and lacks flexibility to cover wide anatomical variations.
A methodology for creation of 3D breast models was reported, but with some limitations in breast type, size and
resolution [18]. Further research in this field led to the development of an algorithm for simulation of compression of soft
tissues [24] and an improved version of the methodology for creation of 3D breast phantoms with a projection appearance
similar to clinical images [10]. In its initial form (based on the publication from 2003), this software has been provided to
over 20 research and industry organizations and has been regarded as a useful tool to predict the performance of imaging
procedures. In order to respond further to increasing demands from the research community, we further incorporated the
novel methodology for breast creation as well as the algorithm for breast compression. This paper reports on the
development of the entire Breast Simulator software package dedicated for breast x-ray imaging research. The package
consists of four modules used to create 3D breast models, compress them, simulate their x-ray images and finally visualize
the results of the simulations, i.e. 3D breast models and 2D projection images. They are outlined in section Materials and
Methods. Examples that highlight basic functions and applications of the Breast Simulator package, particularly for
dual-energy mammography, compression studies in standard mammography and use of breast models to study energy and
angular distributions of x-rays that exit the breast during mammography are reported as results.

Figure 1. Main breast simulator functionalities. Breast Modeling Module may also produce phantoms from segmented
breast CT slices.
Published by Sciedu Press
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2 Materials and methods
2.1 System description
A major advantage of the presented software package is its modular architecture. The current software system is
comprised of a set of separate modules that address specific modeling issues. Specifically, the system, schematically
presented in Figure 1, comprises four basic software modules: (a) Breast Modeling Module – to generate 3D breast
models; (b) Breast Compression Module – to compress breast models, (c) Image Generation Module – to model the x-ray
transport and generate synthetic projection images and (d) Visualization Module – set of utilities to visualize 2D and 3D
breast images.
2.1.1 Breast modeling module
This module consists of several sub-modules that are used to model the different breast components: (a) external shape; (b)
glandular tissue: ducts and Cooper ligaments; (c) adipose tissue; (d) abnormalities like regular and irregular masses,
spherical and ellipsoid calcifications and group of micro calcifications (μCas), elongated abnormalities; (e) skin, pectoralis
and lymphatics. The methodology for generation of realistic 3D breasts and extensive objective and subjective evaluation
studies has been recently reported by our group [10]. Briefly described, the breast surface is modeled as a combination of
two geometrical primitives: an elongated semi-ellipsoid and an elongated semi-hyperboloid. For breast CT and cone-beam
CT applications the external shape may be modeled with a single semi-ellipsoid. The duct system is simulated using a
network of cylinders, probabilistically arranged in the breast as branches, in a tree-like arrangement, starting from the
nipple and restricted by the external breast contour. The mammographic texture simulates the presence of adipose, fibrous
and connective tissues as well as other non-glandular tissue types that are not explicitly modeled. The algorithm is based
on the use of random walks, calculated using the concept of the ‘fractional Brownian motion model’, followed by a series
of 3D image processing algorithms that result in a realistic 3D texture. Cooper’s ligaments are modeled as a set of thin
ellipsoid shells, originating at randomly sampled positions in the breast model, while the pectoralis muscle is
approximated as a cone shaped object. Breast abnormalities are modeled with round, ovoid, elongated or irregular shapes.
Lymphatic system is included as well. The final breast is a 3D matrix or several 3D matrices composed of voxels with
resolution and content defined by the user.
To increase the ease of use of the breast model generation module, a graphical user interface application for MS Windows
has been created, helping accelerate the parameter input process and providing some visual feedback. Using it, the
modeling of the separate breast components is accomplished from a menu shown in Figure 2a. The choice of different
items from this menu invokes dedicated dialog forms, each of which comprises several fields that are used to define and
select the proper geometrical (dimensions) and physical (attenuation coefficients) parameters of the modeled breast
components. An example is depicted in Figure 2b showing a screenshot from modeling a cluster of μCas. The geometrical
parameters of the cluster are: the radius as well as the number of μCas and their position in the model, while the absorption
characteristics are represented by the attenuation coefficient that in this particular example is 1.85 mm-1 corresponding to
the attenuation of calcium carbonate for an incident x-ray energy of 19 keV. A preview window is available to the user to
facilitate the modeling of the external shape, i.e. setting the dimensions (see Figure 2a).
There are several outputs from the breast modeling process: (a) a breast phantom without mammography texture (see
Figure 2c); (b) an attenuation coefficients breast model; (c) a model that contains the elemental compositions of simulated
breast tissues (Figure 2d), and (d) a mammography texture itself. The second model is useful for generation of
mammographic images of the breast using monochromatic incident x-ray beams (e.g. 19 keV). The third model is
exploited with Monte Carlo simulations and breast compression. The breast without mammographic texture is useful for
creation of breast models with different backgrounds and the same breast components comprised of 3D geometrical
primitives such as the duct system, breast lesions and so on. The texture itself may be used for evaluation of texture
characteristics and for creation of models that have the same texture and different breast structure.
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(a)

(b)
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(d)

Figure 2. Screenshots from the software application showing: (a) design of breast components and auxiliary window
helpful in setting the external dimensions; (b) design of two clusters of ten microcalcifications each. Main outputs of the
breast modeling process: (c) a breast phantom without mammography texture and (d) a composite model that contains the
elemental compositions of the simulated breast tissues.
Another approach is the use of external breast models, for example patient specific data obtained from breast CT. In this
case, pre-processing of breast data such as denoising of CT slices and tissue segmentation [21-23] is required.
Breast models are saved in a binary format, which can be imported and viewed in other imaging applications.
2.1.2 Compression module
The Compression Module is dedicated to simulate the mechanical compression of the breasts. The compression algorithm
is a general algorithm for soft tissue compression [24], which is based on a linear spring model. The mechanical properties
of the tissues are assumed to be linear and isotropic. The breast volume subjected to compression is divided into a number
of “model elements” each one consisting of 27 nodes (voxels). The nodes in the model elements are connected with
springs. The spring is defined by two parameters: modulus of elasticity and equilibrium length. The spring modulus of
elasticity is assumed to be linear and isotropic, i.e. it is a constant for all the range of deformations that can be applied on
the spring. Each node represents a tissue sample and hence it inherits the modulus of elasticity of that tissue. During
compression, the volume remains constant due to the introduced concept of spring variable equilibrium lengths.
Simulation of breast compression is applied to the breast models for the purposes of mammography simulation and breast
tomosynthesis. Table 1 summarizes the modulus of elasticity of the tissues that are used in the breast compression. To
facilitate the specification of the position of the plates and the desired final compressed breast thickness in the compression
process, a visualization module has been introduced.
Table 1. Values for Young’s modulus
Tissue

Young’s modulus, kPa

Literature

Adipose

1.0

[35]

Glandular tissue

10.0

[35]

Skin

88.0

[35]

Calcification

43.0

[36]

Cyst

17.0

[36]
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2.1.3 X-ray
y imaging module
T
This module contains
c
inform
mation for the acquisition geometry (e.g. ddistances from the source to the object planne and
ddetector), gantry angles, detector type and other
o
imaging parameters.
p
Booth monochrom
matic and polycchromatic beam
ms may
bbe simulated. Acquisition
A
of standard mamm
mography, BT
T, CT, cone-beaam and helical CT images off the developedd breast
m
model may be modeled and simulated. Thee x-ray beam may
m be paralle l, fan, cone-beeam or pencil. The detector m
module
pprovides modeels for some ph
hosphor screenss for phosphor--based detectorrs (e.g. CsI, Gdd2O2S), coupleed with charge couple
ddevices. Thesee models includ
de absorption of
o x-rays in the phosphor screeen and a subseequent producttion of light quaanta as
w
well as the usee of the Modulaation Transfer Function for th
he correspondinng detector.
X
X-ray projectio
on images are obtained with
h simulation off x-ray photon transport startting from the xx-ray source, ppassing
tthrough the breast
b
model and
a
reaching the detector. Figure 3 deppicts the acquiisition geomettry that is ussed for
m
mammography
y simulation.

F
Figure 3. Simu
ulation of x-ray
y mammography. SOD and SDD
S
are sourcee to object andd source to deteector distances..
M
Main parameteers of the geom
metry are the so
ource to detecto
or and object too detector distaances, the acquuisition arc lenggth and
tthe number of projection
p
images. Siddon’s algorithm
a
for trracing the x-rayys from the souurce to detectorr pixels is appliied [25].
T
The source em
mits a number N0 of x rays with
h energy samplled from the inccident energy ddistribution E0 ttowards each ppixel of
tthe detector. The
T attenuation due to the breeast tissues disttributed in the vvoxelized breaast phantom is calculated by adding
tthe contributio
ons of each vox
xel. The transm
mitted energy E reaching the detector pixel is calculated uusing Lambert--Beer’s
llaw:

E

 n

E j N j  exp    i d i 
j  Emin
 i 1

Emax



(1)

w
where [Emin : Emax] is the enerrgy range of th
he incident x-raays at the x-rayy source, n is thhe number of reegions (voxels)) in the
bbreast phantom
m through whicch the x-ray cro
osses, while thee parameters µi and di are the attenuation coefficient and thhe path
llength through
h each of the vo
oxels encountered, respectiveely.
T
To calculate th
he incident pho
oton fluence, we
w exploit the relationship
r
beetween the inciident air kermaa, K, measuredd at the
uupper surface of
o the breast ph
hantom and thee photon fluencce:
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K c ,air   en   E  
   air

(2)

where Kc,air is the incident air kerma, E is the energy of the incident photons, Φ is the photon fluence and [μen/ρ]air is the
mass energy absorption coefficients for air, taken from Hubbell and Seltzer [26]. The air kerma is derived from the
relationship with the mean glandular dose (MGD):

MGD  K  g  c  s

[mGy]

(3)

In this expression, g, c and s are conversion factors depending on factors like breast thickness, glandularity and incident
spectra. Their values were taken from the literature[13, 27]. The MGD values in mGy are defined according to the European
guidelines for quality assurance in breast cancer screening and diagnosis for a standard unilateral mammography [28].
Expression 1 shows that calculated projection images represent 2D energy or photon distributions (depending on the
detector type) of the radiation reaching the detector. Images obtained with this approach are called analytical or free of
scatter, since they exploit the analytical relationships for x-ray matter interaction. Poisson quantum noise is also added to
the original ideal images, using a Gaussian random number generator, with a variance set equal to the number of photons
that are incident on each detector pixel.
2.1.4 Visualization module
There are several utilities that are used to visualize the synthetic projection images and 3D breast models. One utility is
used to display the simulated mammographic projection images as shown in Figure 4a. Figure 4b depicts the 3D
visualization module with a breast model composed of duct trees, Cooper ligaments and lymphatic system. Display of 3D
breast models is implemented with the help of the OpenGL library. For dual-energy applications, there is a dedicated
module to perform dual-energy imaging based on projections acquired with two energies. In this case, a simple subtraction
algorithm and weighting of the initial projections is applied.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Visualization Module: screenshots from (a) mammography image display and (b) 3D visualization of generated
breast models.
Published by Sciedu Press
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2.2 Computational issues
The BreastSimulator software package can be run under Windows or Linux. For Windows, BreastSimulator is compiled
with Borland C++ Builder 6.0 as a single application with a graphical user interface (GUI) that combines all four modules.
The executable for Windows, with relevant help and demo files, can be obtained for free, upon request, by any research
team working in the field.
Although Borland C++ Builder 6.0 allowed for the development of a GUI under Windows, it can only create 32-bit code
and hence the application is limited with respect to the size and resolution of the breast model and synthetic images that
can be generated. To obtain higher resolution matrices and increased speed, the different modules of the package are
compiled as 64-bit console applications and run under Linux. Still some parameter information is prepared using the
Windows program.
The generation of largely ‘realistic’ breast phantoms is computationally intensive. Fortunately, the algorithm is highly
subjected to parallelization. A possibility which we exploited is the use of the Message Passing Interface for interprocessor
communication implemented through mpich2 [29]. Parallelization concerns the subroutines that are computationally
intensive, such as the creation of the duct trees, the cooper ligaments, the background texture and the compression
simulation. These processes are undertaken by the slave processors that read the broadcasted information, write the voxel
value in a buffer and send the calculated data when requested by the master processor. In case of breast compression, the
breast volume is divided into several sub-volumes and each of these sub-volumes is processed by a separate slave for each
iteration step.

3 Results: selected examples
Here we demonstrate the use of the BreastSimulator platform for carrying out optimization work related to the choice of
appropriate parameters for dual-energy mammography and dual-energy BT, studying the characteristics of scattered
radiation from breast tissues, as well as its application with real breast images for compression purposes.

3.1 Defining the best pair of monochromatic energies for 2D and 3D
dual-energy breast imaging at synchrotron facilities
The x-ray radiation produced within the storage ring of a synchrotron, such as Elettra in Trieste (Italy), is highly intense
and monochromatic. Due to the long duration and the high cost of the experiments at these facilities as well as the limited
time to perform these experiments, simulation work prior to real experimentation needs to be carried out. This is especially
valid for the case of testing dual-energy mammography and dual-energy tomosynthesis at such a facility. Due to the large
number of energy combinations for producing a dual-energy image, it is necessary to perform initial simulations that
would define the optimal pair of ‘low’ and ‘high’ monochromatic x-ray energies for 2D and 3D dual-energy imaging.
To achieve this goal, we modeled the acquisition geometry at synchrotron facilities, the volumes used in irradiation and the
x-ray beam transport using BreastSimulator.
(a) Sample. A software phantom of a breast was generated using the methodology for breast model creation. The computed
3D uncompressed breast approximates a medium sized breast (540 cm3), with 50% adipose and 50% glandular tissue. The
model also contained one calcification embedded in the heterogeneous 3D background, simulated as a calcium carbonate
sphere with diameter of 0.6 mm. Further, compression was applied to the breast model using the Compression Module that
resulted in a compressed breast model with thickness of 6 cm.
(b) Geometry. Projection images at synchrotron facilities are obtained using acquisition geometry (see Figure 5a) that
differs from the conventional geometries utilized in mammography x-ray machines. At synchrotron facilities, the beam is
8
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laminar and
d located at a fixed position. The object that should be irrradiated is moounted on a scaanning stage. IIn order to
acquire 2D
D images, the sample and th
he detector aree scanned verttically and thee scanning stepp determines tthe spatial
resolution in
i the scanning
g direction.
For the purrposes of this study,
s
we simu
ulated the geom
metry shown inn Figure 5a usinng the approacch depicted in Figure 5b.
The sourcee is represented
d by a plane so
ource with spattial resolution tthat correspondds to the detecctor resolution. Source to
object plan
ne and source to
o detector distaances were set to
t 13.09m and 23m respectivvely. The detecttor was modeleed as a flat
panel detecctor with a Gd2O2S scintillation layer with thickness
t
of 411 μm. Parallel xx-rays emerginng from the plaane source
were simullated through th
he phantom using analytical relationships
r
fo
for x-ray matterr interaction (eexpression 2).
(c) Simulattions. The simu
ulation study for
f determining
g the optimal ppair of energiess to be used wiith dual-energyy involved
the synthessis of 225 duall-energy imagees obtained from
m combinationns of ‘low’ andd ‘high’ energyy images acquired in the
energy rang
ge 14 to 28 keeV. This energy
y range was deefined given thhe energy limitts at the SYRM
MEP beamline at Elettra,
Trieste at which
w
images with
w sufficient quality
q
and reaasonable scannning time may bbe acquired. Thhe MGD to thee breast for
all combinations was lim
mited to 5 mGy
y. The MGD proportions
p
weere set to 2.4 m
mGy and 1.6 m
mGy for ′low′ and ′high′
energy imaages respectiveely. The choice of low to high MGD ratioo was based onn our previouss dual-energy ssimulation
study [30].
ntom correspoonding to speccific incident xx-ray beam energy were
Initially, fiifteen plane prrojection images of this phan
simulated. These images represent
r
the 2D distributionss of the line inteegrals of the atttenuation coeffficient along thhe paths of
the x-rays, registered at the detector surface.
s
For eaach energy com
mbination, thee incident air kkerma and theerefore the
incident ph
hoton fluence were
w calculated
d based on know
wledge for thee desired MGD
D, breast thickness and glanduularity.

(a)

(bb)

Figure 5. Irradiation geometry: (a) Beam setup at synchrotron fa
facility. The laaminar beam ppasses throughh a crystal
monochrom
mator that is ad
djusted to the desired
d
photon energy. Samplle is placed on a platform thaat can move annd rotate in
order to pro
oduce projectio
on images at an
ny angle. (b) Simulated acquiisition geometrry.
Dual-energ
gy images weree obtained baseed on a linear subtraction
s
alggorithm [31]. Thhe weighting cooefficients, thee R values,
for each im
mage combination were calculated. The figurre of merit (FO M) used to determine the optiimal pair of energies was
the Signal-tto-Noise Ratio
o (SNR) measurred in the area of
o the projectedd calcification.. The SNR wass calculated as mfeature/σbg,
where mfeatture is the mean pixel value of the
t calcificatio
on and σbg is thee standard deviiation of pixel vvalues in the baackground
region chossen to be a squ
uare area of 111
10 pixels adjaccent to the calciification.
Three-dimeensional distrib
bution of the FOM
F
for the 0.6
6 mm calcificaation is shown as a function oof low and higgh incident
energies in
n Figure 6. Anaalysis of the FO
OM results show
wed an optimuum low energy interval 17 ± σL keV and a hiigh energy
interval 28 ± σH keV, where σL and σH correspond
c
to the
t 5% marginn for FOM. Thee R value for tthis specific coombination
was 0.5. Fiigure 6b, 6c deepicts the comp
parison of a pro
ojection imagee taken at 17 keeV and a dual--energy image calculated
from imagees with 17 and
d 28 keV. The improved conttrast of the callcification in thhe dual-energyy image compaared to the
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normal mammographic image can be readily seen. These two energies are currently used in a study related to dual-energy
BT.

Figure 6. Dual-energy study: (a) FOM distribution for a calcification with a size of 0.6 mm detected with Gd2O2S based detector;
(b) Planar projection image simulated with 17 keV and dose equivalent to the dose for dual-energy image; (c) dual-energy image
obtained from images acquired with 17 (low) and 28 (high) keV.

3.2 Investigating compression with breast models from clinical data
Breast compression is an essential part of mammography and is an important component in producing high quality
mammographic images. Breast compression allows for dose and scatter reduction, decreased motion and geometrical
unsharpness, increased contrast, and the separation of breast structures. Moreover, the use of compression results in a more
homogeneous thickness across the breast, providing fairly uniform density over the mammogram.
The following example demonstrates the use of a module from BreastSimulator for studying the effect of compression on
soft tissues. Breast models were created from slices, obtained from breast CT scans of breasts of different sizes and
compositions at the Department of Radiology and Imaging Sciences at Emory University, USA. Initially, the data were
de-noised and segmented in order to obtain compositional breast models, i.e. models composed of skin, glandular and
adipose tissues [23]. An example is shown in Figure 7a, 7b where the uncompressed breast in 3D and a slice from it are
shown. The voxel size of the 3D breast model was 0.28 mm in each direction, while the whole breast volume was
calculated to be 2160 cm3. This volume was subjected to the compression algorithm to create a compressed version of the
breast. The compression plates were placed at two different positions to generate breasts with 5.8 cm and 7.0 cm
compressed thickness. A slice from the compressed version is depicted in Figure 7c.

Figure 7. Compression with breast models from clinical data. (a) Anthropomorphic breast model created from slices from breast
CT; (b) Slice from the uncompressed breast model; (c) S from the compressed version at 5.8 cm.
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Further, to simulate mammography, we generated projection images in the cranio-caudal view. For this purpose, we used
the same modeled Gd2O2S detector from the previous example. The generated images have a size of 4000 × 4000 pixels
with a pixel pitch of 0.1 mm. Comparison of projection images simulated from uncompressed and compressed breasts are
shown in Figure 8 a, b, c. The total dose to the breast was set to 2.5 mGy. Using expressions 2 and 3, we calculated the
initial photon fluence for energy of 17 keV.
The visual comparison shows that photons are not reaching some parts of the detector in case of the uncompressed breast.
This was expected since the same value of MGD (and therefore the initial photon fluence) was used for both the
compressed and uncompressed breast conditions. In the uncompressed state, the breast is thicker, resulting in higher
attenuation, and therefore fewer photons reach the detector. This result in poor visual appearance when compared to the
image from the compressed breasts (see Figure 8b and 8c). To compare the contrast improvement, we calculated the SNR
in the three projection images. The calculated SNR was about 5 and 4.3 times higher in images obtained from compressed
breast with thickness of 5.8 cm and 7.0 cm, respectively compared to the uncompressed breast, mainly due to the reduced
thickness.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Simulated mammographic images of (a) the uncompressed breast shown in Figure 7a and its compressed
versions with a thickness of 5.8 cm (b) and 7.0 cm (c). The MGD is 2.5 mGy.

3.3. Investigating the energy and angular distribution of beams that
exit the breast in mammography
Projection images obtained from the BreastSimulator are produced very quickly due to the use of an analytical x-ray
tracing model. A more complex level of simulation of the radiation interaction at the absorber and the detector includes the
generation of x-rays from the x-ray source, simulation of scattered radiation and the determination of the energy
absorption, at both the detector and the absorber. This is achieved by the use of Monte Carlo techniques. Monte Carlo
codes used with breast models with different composition may be exploited effectively in the evaluation of novel x-ray
sources or detectors as well as to study the influence of the breast composition and thickness on the transmitted x-ray beam
and therefore on the quality of the generated mammogram. An example is demonstrated below.
A small dense breast model (134 cm3) with no lesion included was designed using the Breast Modeling Module. The
model was compressed in the Compression Module to a thickness of 40 mm. Mammographic images were simulated using
a Monte Carlo x-ray simulation software package developed in-house[32]. The acquisition geometry, shown in Figure 3,
includes source-detector and source-breast distances equal to 650 mm and 600 mm, respectively. The images are
Published by Sciedu Press
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synthesized with two mamm
mographic specctra: 28 kV Mo
o, 0.030 mm M
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m Rh
eexposure was set
s to 7 mGy.

[27, 33]

. Inncident

F
Figure 9a, b sh
hows the energ
gy distribution
n of x-rays tran
nsmitted througgh the breast pphantom for thhe Mo/Mo and W/Rh
spectra, respecctively. The meean energy of th
he x-rays that exit
e the breast pphantom in casse of W anode iis slightly higher than
tthe mean energ
gy of the x-ray
ys that reach thee detector in caase of Mo anodde. The angulaar distribution oof the x-rays thhat exit
tthe breast phan
ntom is depicteed in Figure 9c for the two inccident spectra. T
This figure shoows the relativee number of scattered
pphotons per un
nit solid angle as
a a function off the exit angle. For both specctra, the angulaar distribution m
may be approxiimated
w
with bell-shapeed curves. The mean exit angles were 23° fo
or W/Rh and 222° for Mo/Mo iincident spectrra. The increasee in the
iincident energy
y results in an
n increase in th
he mean exit an
ngle. This is atttributed to thee increasing prrobability of m
multiple
[34]
scattering even
nts in the breasst resulting in more
m
isotropic angular distribbution .

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Energy
E
and an
ngular distribu
utions of x-ray
ys
exiting the breast
b
models: (a, b) energy distributions of
photons incid
dent and exitin
ng the dense brreast for Mo/M
Mo
and W/Rh in
ncident spectra; (c) angularr distribution of
scattered pho
otons exiting th
he breast for the
t two incideent
x-ray spectra.

(c)
T
The above disttributions are further
f
used wiith anti-scattereed grid and im
mage recorder cconfigurations in studies that aim to
eevaluate variou
us detector perrformances app
plied for mamm
mography.

4 Conclusions
C
Computer mod
deling and simu
ulation offers a cost effectivee, practical andd flexible approoach, compareed to clinical trrials, to
uunderstand an
nd optimize the performancee of new tech
hnologies, provvided these toools are validaated and incluude the
nnecessary patieent related aspects. For invesstigations in thee field of x-rayy imaging of thhe breast, theree is a need to ddevelop
m
models of the breast that po
ossess sufficien
nt realism, aree easy to undeerstand and maanipulate by aany user, and can be
m
modified for th
he specific aim
ms of the research studies.
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In this paper we presented the software package BreastSimulator, a research tool for performing investigations in breast
imaging techniques and demonstrated some of its basic functionalities to carry out x-ray breast imaging studies. We
believe that it is a valuable tool, and based on its functionality it will contribute considerably to the development, testing
and optimization of novel breast imaging techniques, the evaluation of the effectiveness of the proposed new modalities to
improve cancer detection and the estimation of the needed material, time and financial resources for their eventual
implementation in practice.
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